
Primus
The economical alternative
maintenance-free · quick installation · easier verge maintenance work

Have a safe journey

saferoad-rrs.com

Country roads and 
tree-lined roads are 
major accident spots

Too many deaths result every year 
from accidents involving trees  
and going astray

Costs of accidents are high  
and continue to rise

The system Primus is a crash protection system, which flexibly 

adjusts to different topographical situations and specifically 

focuses on accident spots on country roads.

Distances between the trees remain as natural protected areas 

and create alternatives for cyclists and broken down vehicles, 

which are extremely vulnerable with continuous crash barriers. At 

the same time the socalled tunnel effect is avoided, field entries 

remain free and the landscape, as a whole, is less affected.

Flexible impact attenuation elements and elastic deformation 

zones absorb the impact energy in the case of an accident 

and guide the vehicle in a stable position back on the road. 

The passenger compartment remains undamaged. Integrated 

cushioning plastic zones, which act like a car bumper, provide an 

effective springing.

The crash protection system is structurally designed for an easy 

adaptation to local conditions, such as slopes, unevenness, field 

entries, closely related groups of trees and individual trees.

Primus® products are based on stateoftheart technologies

· Flexible impact attenuation elements and  

 elastic deformation zones

· Integrated polypropylene zones provide effective cushioning

· Stable restraint constructions on rammed posts

· Can easiliy be fitted to safety barrier systems

· Fast and simple installation

Primus® protects human life

at critical points.
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N2 · W4 · A

Primus 2a
P2A · x1/y2 · Z2 · A

Primus P2

Primus 2a provides an impact protection for 

individual obstacles such as solitary trees, bridge 

supports and signposts. It consists of two compact, 

symmetrical, interconnected units, each with its own 

impact deformation zone.

· Protection against accidents caused by individual  

 trees and individual danger spots

· To preserve the natural environment through  

 the prevention of long barriers, which provide  

 no alternative and for example prevent the natural  

 deer pass.

· Modular construction for flexible adaptation  

 to local conditions

· CE certificate: 0010-CDP-2009

Primus P2 is an initial and final section of longer 

crash barriers which can be used where long 

extensions are not possible or permissible. The 

system replaces the required sloped end sections and 

allows gaps in crash barriers.

· Replaces the required sloped end sections and  

 prevents from sliding on

· Can easily be fitted to safety barrier systems

· Part of the German “Einsatzfreigabeliste”


